
Annual Risk Assessment
Form

To calculate Risk Rating (R): assess the Likelihood (L) of
an accident occurring against the most likely Severity (S)
the accident might have, taking into account the control
measures already in place. L x S = R

Club & Society Name: University of Leeds Mens’ Cricket Club Likelihood (L)                     X Severity (S)

Category: Gryphons Unlikely 1 Minor harm caused

Group Description: University of Leeds Men’s Cricket Club (UoLMCC). Represent LUU in
BUCS fixtures and run regular weekly socials.

Possible 2 Moderate harm caused

Certain 3 Major harm caused

Completed by (name and
committee position): Daniel Scudamore - Secretary

Low (Acceptable)
= 1 - 2

Moderate
(Tolerable)
= 3 - 6

High
(Intolerable)
= 7 - 9Club & Society Signature:

(Staff Only) Checked by:

Society Activity Hazards
Any hazards that apply specifically to your club or society. E.g. sports, performances, cooking, animal care, staying away, etc.

What are the significant,
foreseeable, hazards?
(the dangers that can

cause harm)

Who is at risk and how? Control measures
(Already in place)

Risk
Rating Additional control measures needed

(Staff ONLY)
L S T
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Batsman hit by a ball
Batsman being struck, whilst at the
strikers end, by a ball bowled by the
bowler.

Batters must wear leg pads, gloves, a helmet
and an abdominal guard whenever facing

cricket balls.

If it occurs: First Aid. Variable. Depending on
severity. If hits the helmet, perform

standard concussion test.

3 1 3

Fielder or Spectator hit
by a ball

Not Batsman. It can occur from the batter
hitting the ball straight (out of the nets), or

over the boundary for 6.

Reminder all attendees to pay attention at
all times and always face the batsman. All
wicket keepers must wear a helmet while

keeping wicket standing up.

If it occurs: First Aid - variable depending on
severity of injury. If concussion suspected

run concussion tests.

1 2 2

Pulled Muscles All taking part - anyone doing any exercise
can pull a muscle.

Carry out warm up and gentle stretching drills
before training. Brief warm down after

sessions, or advise players to jog/stretch when
they get home.

If it occurs: Take the player out of the session
and allow them adequate recovery time.

2 1 1

Collision between players All taking part - people not aware of what
is going on around them.

Ensuring everyone is aware of play at all times.

If it occurs: First aid which varies depending on
the severity.

1 2 2

Tripping, slipping or
being hit by the ball

due to bumpy or
wet playing

surface.

Fielder

Umpires and captain to inspect the pitch
before the start of play and after any rain

interruptions.

If it occurs: Check for injuries, including
bleeding and treat as appropriate.

1 1 1

Ball causing injury by
hitting hard

object being worn or
in a pocket

Any playing member

Captain to ensure that team
members, while on the field of play, have

removed items such as rings, bracelets and
emptied their pockets

of hard or sharp objects such as keys or

1 2 2
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coins.

If it occurs: First aid as required by severity.

Sunburn Any playing member

Captain must ensure all players are suitably
protected with suncream and aware of the

consequences of sunburn.

If it occurs: Take player out of the sun and
apply aftersun.

3 1 3

Heatstroke Any playing member

Take plenty of fluids and wear a hat in strong
sunlight.

If it occurs: Remove player from sunlight, give
rehydration sachets with water and seek

medical assistance depending on the
severity.

2 1 2

Slipping or tripping
over Any playing member

Ensure surfaces are smooth and dry

If it occurs: Apply first aid, depending on the
severity.

2 1 2

Socials, Meetings and Transport Hazards

What are the significant,
foreseeable, hazards?
(the dangers that can

cause harm)

Who is at risk and how? Control measures
(Already in place)

Risk
Rating Additional control measures needed

(Staff ONLY)
L S R

Road Traffic Accident Any Member

Ensure drivers are suitably qualified – minibus
drivers must have taken the course. Check the

vehicle is roadworthy before setting off.
Drive appropriately for conditions. Fill in trip

registration for where suitable. Do not
exceed the LUU recommended driving

limitations.

If it occurs: Call emergency
services and take all involved to hospital for a

1 3 3
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routine check up, regardless if those involved
appear uninjured.

Accident Whilst crossing
the road Members on social events-

Assure that all members cross the roads at
designated crossings.

If it occurs: Call emergency
services and take all involved to hospital for a
routine check up, regardless if those involved

appear uninjured.

1 3 3

Club members are
injured Members on social events

Ensure there are first aid kits available at
the location of the social. Have members
who are capable of performing first aid.

If it occurs: Apply first aid, variable on
severity of injury.

2 1 2

Breach of club code of
conduct Any member and members of the public

Hold termly meetings to reinforce the
importance of sensible actions while on

sensible and the repercussions of behaviour
going against the club’s Code of Conduct

If occurs: Variable- dependent on severity.
Often the Disciplinary Procedure will

follow.

2 1 2

Club member trips and
falls Any Members on social events

Encourage members to be sensible and careful
in their movements, no running around as pub

floors can be wet.

If occurs: Apply first aid, depending on severity
of injury.

2 1 2

Illness Any member, mainly on socials.

Encourage members to be sensible with the
amount of alcohol they consume. Ensure

everyone feels comfortable and able to comment
if they are feeling ill.

If occurs: Apply first aid, depending on severity of
injury.

3 1 3
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